
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE   MEDIA CONTACT: 

Det. Aaron Cowan of the Glasgow Police 

Department (270) 651-5151 
 

Up to $2,500 Reward Offered for Information  

Leading to Arrest of Burglary Suspects 

 
Glasgow, KY  –  April 16, 2014 – The Glasgow Police Department and Crime Stoppers are 

offering a cash reward of up to $2,500 for information leading to the arrest of the suspects 

believed to be responsible for a pharmacy burglary that occurred at the Highland Pharmacy 

located at 301 Rogers Road in Glasgow, Kentucky.  

 

The cash reward is donated by RxPATROL
®
, a collaborative effort between industry, pharmacists 

and law enforcement to collect, collate, analyze and disseminate information on pharmacy theft.  

Further information is available to authorized personnel at www.RxPATROL.org.  
 

Anyone with information about this burglary or the suspects described below is asked to call Det. 

Aaron Cowan of the Glasgow Police Department at (270) 651-5151. 

 

Burglary Details for Public Announcement: 

 

The Glasgow Police Department and Crime Stoppers are investigating a pharmacy burglary that 

occurred at the Highland Pharmacy, located at 301 Rogers Road in Glasgow. Crime Stoppers and 

law enforcement officials are asking for the public’s assistance by offering a reward of up to 

$2,500 for any information that will help solve this crime. The reward is donated by 

RxPATROL. 

 

 Date/Time: Sunday, April 6
th

, approximately 5:58am 

 

 Location:  Highland Pharmacy, located at 301 Rogers Road in Glasgow 

 

 Description of Events: Two suspects pulled in front of the pharmacy in a white Chrysler 

300C sedan. A large frame male exited the driver's side front door and approached the 

front of the pharmacy carrying a tool. A second suspect joined him. After prying open the 

front door, the first suspect returned to the vehicle, dropped off the pry bar and removed a 

plastic "tote" from the front passenger seat.   Both entered the pharmacy. Once inside, the 

two methodically searched for and removed what appeared to be pain medication. After 

approximately three minutes, the two exited the pharmacy and drove off in the direction 

they came from.  

Several similar incidents matching this burglary have occurred throughout TN, KY and 

possibly MO. 

 

 Suspect Description:  Suspect #1 is described as a large figured male wearing a 

camouflage jacket and pants and ski mask.  Suspect #2 is described as a smaller figured 

male wearing a camouflage jacket and pants and ski mask. It is believed that both are 

Caucasians; however, this has not as yet been confirmed. 
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